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Fairly sharp sufficient conditions for the crossed product R * G to be semiprime 
or prime are obtained. The proofs, which are quite similar in the two cases, are 
based on a variant of the d-method and ultimately depend upon the known results 
when R is semiprime or prime. 
Let G be a multiplicative group and let R be a ring with 1. Then a crossed 
product R + G over R is an associative ring determined by G, R and certain 
other parameters. To be more precise, for each x E G there exists an element 
2 E R * G and every element a E R * G is uniquely writable as a finite sum 
a = \’ r,rX 
I E G 
with r, E R. Addition in R * G is componentwise and multiplication is given 
by the formulas 
xy = t(x, v) XY, rf = x7’ 
for all x, y E G and r E R. Here 1: G x G -+ U is a map from G X G to the 
group of units U of R and, for fixed x E G, the map ‘: r + rx is an 
automorphism of R. 
It is a simple exercise to determine the relations on c and the 
automorphisms ’ which make R * G associative. From this it follows easily 
that R * G has an identity element, namely 1 = t( 1, l)- ’ 1, and without loss 
we can assume that i = 1. Furthermore, each X is invertible and indeed 
6={luxIuEU,xEG) 
is a multiplicative group of units in R * G. Thus the equation rX = 2r” is 
equivalent to X- ‘r% = rx and hence the autbmorphism ’ is merely 
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conjugation by a unit in R * G. In fact it is clear that 8 acts on R by 
conjugation. In general, R * G does not contain an isomorphic copy of G. 
However, we do have R g R * G by way of the embedding r + rl and then 
U a 0 and B/U N G. 
An interesting problem, studied over the past 20 years, concerns finding 
reasonable necessary and sufficient conditions for R * G to be semiprime or 
prime. In the case of ordinary group algebras these are results of the author 
[ 51 and of Connell [ 11, respectively. They were obtained using a coset 
counting argument, known as the d-method, which effectively reduced the 
question to the study of certain finite normal subgroups of G. Furthermore, 
this same technique handled twisted group algebras with little additional 
difficulty [6]. However, when G acts nontrivially on the ring R, another 
dimension is added to the problem. Here the first result, due to Fisher and 
Montgomery [2], settled the semiprime question for G finite. Infinite groups 
were then considered by Montgomery and the author in [4], where the A- 
methods and the techniques of [2] combined to handle the case where R is a 
prime ring. This was further extended in [7] to semiprime coefficient rings. 
In this paper, we complete the work and essentially solve the problem. 
Observe that 8 permutes the ideals of R by conjugation and that the 
action. of U in this manner is trivial. Thus we obtain a well-defined 
permutation action of G N B/U on the set of ideals of R. We say that R is 
G-semiprime if it contains no nonzero G-invariant nilpotent ideals and that R 
is G-prime if AB = 0, with A and B both G-invariant ideals of R, implies that 
A = 0 or B = 0. Furthermore, for convenience we say that R has no ] G]- 
torsion if for all r E R and all finite subgroups H c G, r . 1 HI = 0 implies 
that r = 0. We can now state our main results. 
THEOREM I. Let R * G be a crossed product with R a G-semiprime ring. 
If R has no ) G (-torsion, then R * G is semiprime. 
THEOREM II. Let R * G be given with R a G-prime ring. If G is torsion- 
free, then R * G is prime. 
Suppose A and B are G-invariant ideals of R with AB = 0. Then 
A * G = A(R * G) and B * G are easily seen to be two-sided ideals of R * G 
with (A * G)(B * G) = 0. It follows that if R * G is semiprime, then R must 
be G-semiprime, and if R * G is prime, then R must be G-prime. Thus the 
ring hypotheses in the above theorems are surely necessary. On the other 
hand, the group hypotheses as given are not necessary as can be easily seen 
by considering crossed -products of finite groups. Indeed, tracing through the 
proofs of these theorems, we see that the semiprime or prime property of 
R * G ultimately depends upon the corresponding property for certain 
crossed products of finite groups involved in R * G. Precise statements of 
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these situations appear to be extremely cumbersome and we have therefore 
avoided them. 
This paper marks the 20th anniversary of the first application of A- 
methods to groups rings. It contains yet another variation on this counting 
technique. 
We now offer a brief description of the proof of the main results. 
Obviously, this proof evolved as follows: We knew that the A-methods 
existed for group rings and that they were appropriate tools to handle 
questions of primeness and semiprimeness. Thus the first step concerned the 
technical problem of translating these methods to crossed products. Once 
this was achieved, it became necessary to somehow keep track of the output 
of this process. As in many combinatorial problems, the trick here was to 
find an effective bookkeeping procedure. In retrospect, this bookkeeper which 
we call a “form” does in fact make a certain amount of sense. For simplicity, 
we will restrict this discussion to the prime result, Theorem II, and we will 
just consider skew group rings RG. In other words, t(x, v) = 1 for all x, y so 
G = GE RG. Furthermore, we will use somewhat imprecise definitions here. 
The proper formulations of these concepts appear in the text, starting with 
the next section. 
Observe that, in the hypothesis of Theorem II, the group G plays a double 
role. Namely, we have information about the action of G on R and about the 
torsion in G. The idea, in hindsight, is to split this role by studying pairs H, 
C of subgroups of G such that H carries the burden of the action on R and C 
carries the torsion free assumption. In general we cannot expect a proper 
subgroup H of G to act in a prime manner on R, but it surely can act in a 
prime way on certain H-invariant ideals of R. Now suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that A and B are nonzero ideals of the skew group ring RG 
with AB = 0. Then we define a form (H, C, I, p) to be a 4-tuple which (essen- 
tially) satisfies: 
(i) H g G, C = C,(H). 
(ii) I is an H-invariant ideal of R on which H acts in a prime manner. 
(iii) p E B, I/? # 0, IA # 0. 
Of course, condition (iii) asserts that Z interacts nontrivially with the ideals 
A and B. 
Since H normalizes C, we observe that H acts on the skew group ring RC 
by conjugation and that it normalizes R and centralizes C. This is precisely 
the situation studied in Section 1, namely crossed products with operators, 
and the necessary results there follow quite easily from the work in [4,7]. In 
the other direction, C normalizes H so we might hope that the ideal Z above 
could be taken to be C-invariant. This is unfortunately not quite true. In the 
semiprime case, <Y(H), the sum of all H-invariant ideals on which H acts in 
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a semiprime manner, is C-invariant and it is at least close to what we need. 
In the prime case, the analogous ideal .9(H) breaks up into a sum of ideals 
which we call its connected components. These are permuted by C and the 
relationship between C and the stabilizer D of one of these components is 
reasonably well understood. This is discussed in Section 2 where the work is 
fairly routine. 
The next section is devoted to one of the technical aspects of the d- 
method. To see why this is needed, suppose a E A and /I E B with AB = 0 as 
above. Furthermore, let us assume that 1 is contained in both Supp a and 
Supp /I. In other words, a = C uY y and /3 = C bLz with a,, b, # 0. Now for 
all x E G we have ax E A and hence 
0 = a”P = (2 (~~)*y~) (c b;z) = c (aJy”b,z. 
Y  L Y.2 
Observe that the y = 1, z = 1 term in the latter sum is (a,)“b, . 1 and hence, 
if (u,)*bl # 0, then cancellation must occur. At the very least, this implies 
that there exists another pair y, z, clearly both unequal to 1, with y”z = 1. 
But then yX = z-’ and thus x E C(y) w,+, , a fixed right coset of c;(v) 
depending upon y and z. Turning this around, we see that (a,)“b, = 0 for all 
x E G\U.w C(Y) WY.;. This elementwise equation is probably hopeless to 
deal with. Fortunately we merely need to consider an ideal J # 0 of R with 
J”J= 0 for all x E G\V, where I/’ is a fixed finite union of cosets of 
subgroups of G. This is the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 from which we 
conclude that there exists a smaller ideal 0 #Kc J and a subgroup L c G 
related to the subgroups involved in V such that K”K = 0 for all x E G\L. 
The proof is completed in Section 4. We first observe that forms exist and 
then choose (H, C, 1, /I) of minimal size n. Here n is, by definition, the 
number of right C-cosets meeting the support of /I. If TC~ denotes the natural 
projection xc: RG + RC, then the results of Section 1 guarantee that 
Zn,(A)/l # 0 and we choose a E A, minimal in some way, with 1rc,.(a)P # 0. 
At this point, we play off the conditions A/3 = 0 and Zrc,.(a)P # 0, using a 
modification of the d-method argument in [4 1, to obtain the situation 
considered in Section 3. We then (essentially) discover that 
(L, C(L), K, Irc(a)fi) is a form of smaller size, thereby giving us the required 
contradiction. The last section contains a few comments and examples. 
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1. CROSSED PRODUCTS WITH OPERATORS 
The goal of this section is to generalize the known results in 14, 7) to 
crossed products with operators. The nature of this subject requires that we 
use the following extended definition of a group action. We say that H acts 
on the ring R if there exists a lifted group sj and a normal subgroup 93 with 
(i) %/B =ff, 
(ii) a group homomorphism CJ: $j + Aut R, 
(iii) a(B) g Inn R. 
Since the inner automorphisms of R normalize each ideal of R, we then 
obtain a homomorphism H -+ Sym(.P), where ,?’ denotes the set of ideals of 
R. If I is an H-invariant ideal of R, then !$ acts on I by restriction. 
We say that H *-acts on the crossed product R * G if H acts on R 1: G 
and normalize both R and the group 8 of trivial units. Furthermore, we 
insist that a(B), as above, consist of inner automorphisms of R * G induced 
by units of R. For example, if R x H is given and G a H, then H *-acts on 
R * G. In the remainder of this paper, all actions considered will be of these 
extended types. 
Let A # 0 be an ideal of the crossed product R * G. Then we denote by 
min A the span of all elements of A of minimal support size. Note that min A 
is also an ideal. Furthermore, if H *-acts on R * G and if A is H-invariant, 
then so are min A and tr(min A) E R. Recall that if a = C rJ E R * G, then 
Supp a = {x E G 1 rX # 0) and tr(a) = ri, the identity coefficient. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A, B be nonzero ideals of R * G with AB = 0. If G is a 
unique product group (for example, an ordered group), then 
tr(min A) . tr(min B) = 0. 
ProoJ Let a = 2 Xiri and /I = C sjJj be elements of A and B, respec- 
tively, of minimal length (support size). Here xi, yj E G and ri, sj E R. Since 
G is a unique product group, let xOy, be a unique product element in 
(Supp a)(Supp /I). From ap = 0 we deduce that r,,sO = 0. Then as, E A has 
length less than that of a so as,, = 0 and rise = 0 for all i. Furthermore, for 
fixed i, rip E B has shorter length then that of p so ri,8 = 0 and hence 
ris.i = 0 for all i, j. This clearly yields (tr a)(tr /I) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let R f G be given with R a G-semiprime ring or a G- 
prime ring, respectively. If G is a unique product group (for example, an 
ordered group), then R * G is semiprime or prime, respectively. 
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ProojY We first consider the prime case. Let A and B be nonzero ideals 
of R * G with AB = 0. Then by the above, tr(min A). tr(min B) = 0 and these 
are nonzero G-invariant ideals of R, a contradiction. Similarly by taking 
A = B we obtain the semiprime result. 
If H *-acts on R * G, then by definition the lifted group 8 and H act on 
(ti/U- G. This action is said to be trivial if !+j centralizes G. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let H *-act on R * G, acting trivially on G. 
(i) If R is H-semiprime with no 1 G[-torsion, then R * G is H- 
semiprime. 
(ii) If R is H-prime and G is torsion-jree, then R * G is H-prime. 
Proof: We consider (i). Let jj be the lifting of H and map a free group 5 
onto 8. Then 5 acts on R * G via the combined map 3 + $j + Aut(R * G). 
Indeed 5 and $j act in the same way, that is, they have the same image in 
Aut(R * G). Hence without loss of generality we can assume that $j = 5 so 
that 8 is free. Thus .$j is an ordered group and therefore a unique product 
group. 
Form the skew group ring (R * G)8. Then this ring has as an R-basis the 
set of products &j and, since $j centralizes B/U, we see that 
(R * G)b = R * (G x 5) = S * G, 
where S = Re. By Corollary 1.2, since R is !$semiprime, S is semiprime. 
Furthermore it is clear that S = R8 has no ) GI-torsion. Thus by 17, 
Theorem 71 we conclude that S * G is semiprime. Finally (R * G)!$ = S * G 
is semiprime so we deduce that R * G is !jj-semiprime and hence H- 
semiprime. 
The argument for (ii) is similar except that we use [4, Theorem 1.9 ] to 
deduce that S * G is prime. 
The following is a slight extension of this result. Here A, and B, are 
merely subsets of R * G. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let H * -act on R * G, acting trivially on G, and let 
I # 0 be an ideal of R invariant under both G and H. Furthermore assume 
that K = r,(I) = _r,(I’). 
(i) Suppose R/K is an H-semiprime ring and that B = IB, is an H- 
invariant ideal of R * G with B2 = 0. If R has no 1 G I-torsion, then B = 0. 
(ii) Suppose R/K is an H-prime ring and that A = IA, and B = ZB, 
are H-invariant ideals of R * G with AB = 0. If G is torsion-free, then A = 0 
or B = 0. 
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Proof: We consider only part (i). The argument for (ii) is similar and in 
fact easier since there is no need to check the torsion of R/K. 
We first show that R/K has no 1 GI-torsion. Thus let m be the order of a 
finite subgroup of G and set M = (r E R 1 mr E K). Then M is an H- 
invariant ideal of R and mM s K so mIM = Z(mM) = 0. Since R has no j G I- 
torsion, we deduce that ZM = 0 and M s r,(Z) = K. 
Since K is G-invariant, K * G is a two-sided ideal of R * G and 
(R * G)/(K * G) E (R/K) * G is a suitable crossed product of G over R/K. 
Furthermore, H *-act on this new crossed product, since K is H-invariant, 
and it follows from the above and Proposition 1.3(i) that (R/K) * G is H- 
semiprime. Finally note that the image of B in (R/K) * G is an H-invariant 
nilpotent ideals so this image is zero and B G K + G. Thus 0 = ZB = Z’B,,. 
But ~~(1’) = K implies easily that I~*&‘) = K * G so we conclude that 
B,GK+G and B=IB,=O. 
We close this section with a result related to Proposition 1.3 but not 
needed for the main theorems. We merely sketch its proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let H *-act on R * G with G a Jinite group and 
assume that R is H-semiprime. 
(i) R * G has a unique largest H-invariant nilpotent ideal T and 
TIC’ = 0. 
(ii) If R has no / G J-torsion, then R * G is H-semiprime. 
Proof: Since G is finite and H acts on B/U- G, there exists a subgroup 
H, of finite index in H which centralizes G. It follows easily (see 
Lemma 2.2(ii)) that R is also H,-semiprime. Thus by Proposition 1.3(i), if R 
has no / G/-torsion, then R * G is H,-semiprime and hence also H-semiprime. 
This yields (ii). For (i) we need only show that any H-invariant nilpotent 
ideal T of R * G satisfies T I” = 0 and hence it clearly sufftces to assume 
H = H,. As in the proof of Proposition 1.3, we form the skew group ring 
(R * G)!+j = R * (G x $j) = S * G, where $j is taken to be a free lifting of H. 
Here S = R$j is semiprime since sj is free. Furthermore T!jj is a nilpotent 
ideal of (R * G)!jj = S * G so by [ 3, Corollary 3.9 ] we have (7’5)“’ = 0 and 
hence TIG’ = 0. 
2. G-INVARIANT IDEALS 
Let G act (in the extended sense) on a ring R. In this section we define 
and briefly study certain interesting ideals determined by subgroups of G. 
Let H c G. An H-invariant ideal J is said to be H-nilpotent-free if J 
contains no nonzero H-invariant nilpotent ideal of R. We define 9’(H) to be 
the sum of all these H-nilpotent-free ideals of R. 
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LEMMA 2.1. ,Let Z = .Y (H). Then 
0) r,V) = r,V*). 
(ii) R/T~(Z) is an H-semiprime ring. 
Proof. Let J be any of the H-nilpotent-free ideals which sum to I. For (i), 
let A =r,(Z*) so that A is H-invariant. Then J*A = 0 implies that .ZA is a 
nilpotent ideal contained in .Z and hence JA = 0. Thus JA = 0. For (ii), 
suppose B is an H-invariant ideal of R with B* srR(Z). Then JB2 = 0 so JB 
is nilpotent and again JB = 0. Thus ZB = 0 and B c-~~(Z). 
LEMMA 2.2. LetZ=.Y(H)andletH,cHwithIH:H,I<m. 
(i) Zf H a G, then Z is G-invariant. 
(ii) Zf J is an H-nilpotent-free ideal, then it is H&potent free. 
(iii) .Y’(H) E .Y’(H,). 
ProojI Part (i) is clear since if J is an H-nilpotent-free ideal, then so is Jx 
for every g E G. For .(ii), suppose N is an H,-invariant nilpotent ideal 
contained in J. If H = U; HOxi, then NH = C: NXi, being a finite sum of 
nilpotent ideals, is clearly an H-invariant nilpotent ideal contained in J. Thus 
NH = 0 so N = 0 and J is H,-nilpotent-free. Part (iii) is now immediate from 
(ii). 
Similarly, an H-invariant ideal J is said to be H-annihilator-free if AB = 0, 
where A and B are H-invariant ideals contained in J, implies A = 0 or B = 0. 
We define 9(H) to be the sum of all these H-annihilator-free ideals of R. If 
9(H) = 0 there is nothing more to say. If 9(H) # 0 we consider the 
nonzero H-annihilator-free ideals of R. If J, and J, are two such, we write 
J, -J, if and only if J, J, # 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that Y(H) # 0. Then 
(i) - is an equivalence relation. 
(ii) Zf H a G, then - is compatible with the action of G. 
Proof. (i) Clearly J-J since J* # 0. Next if J,J, # 0, then J, J,, 
J, g .Z, implies (J1 J2) J, # 0 and hence J,J, # 0. Finally if J, - J, and 
J, - J, , then J, J2 and J, J, are nonzero H-invariant ideals contained in J, . 
Since J, is H-annihilator-free we conclude that (5, J,)(J, J,) # 0 so J, J, # 0 
and J, NJ,. 
(ii) Let-H a G. If J is an H-annihilator-free ideal of R, then clearly so is 
Jg for any g E G. Furthermore we have J, J, # 0 if and only if JtJi # 0 so 
the action of g is compatible with -, 
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Assume that 9(H) # 0. Then we call the sum of all H-annihilator-free 
ideals in an equivalence class under - a connected component of .P(H). 
Clearly .9(H) is the sum of all its connected components. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let I be a connected component of 9(H). Then 
6) ~~(1) =T~(Z*). 
(ii) R/_r,(I) is an H-prime ring. 
(iii) If I’ is another connected component determined by a different 
equivalence class, then II’ = I’I = 0. 
Proof: Let J be any member of the equivalence class which determines I. 
For (i) let C =_T~(Z’) so that C is H-invariant. Then J(JC) = J*C = 0 yields 
JC = 0 and hence ZC = 0. For (ii) suppose A and B are H-invariant ideals of 
R with AB ~_r,(l). If A &_r,(l) we can choose some ideal K in the class 
determining Z with KA # 0. Since J- K we have JK, KA both nonzero H- 
invariant ideals of K so (JK)(KA) # 0 and hence JA # 0. Furthermore 
AB c r (I) implies that JAB = 0 and hence that (JA)(JB) = 0. Since JA f 0 -R 
we deduce that JB = 0 for all such J so B s_r,(Z). Part (iii) is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let I be a connected component of 9(H) and let H, c H 
with JH : H,l < 00. 
(i) If H 4 G, then 9(H) is a G-invariant ideal and G permutes its 
connected components. 
(ii) If Jf 0 is an H-annihilator-free ideal, then J 2 K, where K is a 
nonzero H,-annihilator-free ideal. 
Proof: Part (i) is clear from Lemma 2.3(ii) and part (ii) is really well 
known. An argument for the latter is as follows: Write H = lJ; HOxi and 
choose an H,,-invariant ideal M s J maximal with respect to the property 
that 0; M”i = 0. The existence of A4 follows easily from Zorn’s lemma and 
we take K = _r,(M). Observe that J is H,-nilpotent-free by Lemma 2.2(ii) so 
Mn K = 0. Next we claim that K is H,-annihilator-free. Indeed if A and B 
are Ho-invariant ideals in K with AB = 0, then A n B = 0 since J is Ho- 
nilpotent-free and hence (M + A) n (M + B) = M. This yields 
(0 (M+A)“‘)n (i)(M+B)“) =/jM+=O 
1 I 1 
and, since all these intersections are easily seen to be H-invariant, we 
conclude that one of the first two must be zero. But then if, say, 
0 7 (M + A)“i = 0, then the maximality of M yields M = M + A and hence 
A = 0. Finally if K = 0, then _r,(M+) = 0 for all i and this contradicts 
0; MXi = 0. Indeed if Tc (1, 2,..., n) is maximal such that 
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N = (Jjs T MXj + 0, then T must be a proper subset and if we choose i & T, 
then N n M”i = 0 so 0 # N c r,(MIi). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H Q G and let I be a connected component of .P(H). 
Then 
(i) G” = ( g E G ( IR = I) is a subgroup of G containing H. 
(ii) rf R * G is given, then Z(R * G)I E I * G’. 
Proof. Part (i) is clear from Lemma 2.5(i). For part (ii) observe that for 
x E G we have ZfZ = ZZ”-‘1 Since Ix-’ ’ IS also a connected component of 
.Y(H), the product will vanish unless x E G”. 
Finally we relate these ideals to the work of Section 1. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let R * G be given, let H c G and set C = c<;(H). Let A,, 
and B, be H-invariant ideals of R * C. 
(i) Set I = 9’(H) and suppose B = IB, is not zero. Zf R has no 1 Gj- 
torsion, then BZ f 0. 
(ii) Let Z be a connected component of .P(H) and suppose A = IA, 
and B = IB, are both not zero. If G is torsion-free, then AB # 0. 
Proof. Since H centralizes C, we see that H *-acts on R * C, acting 
trivially on C. 
(i) By Lemma 2.2(i), Z is a C-invariant ideal. The result now follows 
from Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 1.4(i). 
(ii) We first observe that I’A,Z # 0. Since A, is an H-invariant ideal of 
R * C, IA, # 0 implies that Z a tr(A,) = tr(ZA,) # 0 and that tr(A,) is an H- 
invariant ideal of R. Since In =rR(Z2), this implies that Z . tr(A,) @r,(Z) 
and hence, by Lemma 2.4(ii), (Z . tr(A,))j # 0. Thus tr(Z2A0Z) = 
Z* . tr(A,) . Z # 0 and this fact is proved. Similarly Z2B,Z # 0. Finally let 
D = {x E C ( Ix = I} so that D is a subgroup of C and observe, by 
Lemma 2.6(ii), that A, = ZA,Z and B, = ZB,Z are H-invariant ideals of 
R * D. Since Z is D-invariant and both IA, and ZB, are not zero, it follows 
from Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 1.4(ii) that (IA,)(ZB,) # 0. Thus clearly 
ABfO. 
3. COSET CALCULUS 
A very simple action of H on a ring R may be constructed as follows: Let 
L be a subgroup of H and let F be a ring. Then H permutes the set Q of 
right cosets of L transitively by right multiplication and hence H acts 
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naturally on R = nweR F,, the complete direct product of copies of F 
indexed by a. If q, is the coset L itself, then K = F,,, is an L-invariant ideal 
of R with K”K = 0 for all h E WL, This particular situation is essentially 
the conclusion of the Lemma 3.1. 
Suppose A and B are subgroups of H and that the left cosets XA and yB 
are not disjoint. If z E XA r\yB, then XA = zA, yB = zB and hence 
In other words, the intersection of two left cosets is either empty or a coset 
of the intersection. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H act on R (in the extended sense) and let J be a 
nonzero ideal of R such that 
JhJ=O forall 
Here U ; h, Hk is a fixed finite union of left cosets of the subgroups H, of H. 
Then there exists a subgroup L of H and a nonzero product 
K= JhJ.% . . . J”, 
of H-conjugates of J, with some yi = 1, such that 
KhK=O for all h E IE\L. 
Furthermore ) L : L CI H, 1 < co for some k. 
Proo$ In the course of this proof we will replace {H,, Hz,..., H,} by 
certain other finite sets 2I of subgroups of H with the property that A E 2l 
implies A E Hk for some k. We note that if the result is proved for such a set 
‘u, then from jL:LnAl < 00 for some A and LnAcLnH, we obtain 
IL : L n H,I ( co. In other words, the result will then follow for the original 
subgroups H,, H, ,..., H,. 
If ‘u is the set of all proper (that is, nonempty) intersections of the Hk’s, 
then VI is finite and closed under intersections. Thus without loss of 
generality we can now assume that the Hk’s are contained in a finite set 2l 
closed under intersections and we prove the result by induction on ) U ) > 0. If 
/?I[ = 0, then the hypothesis and conclusion both assert that JhJ= 0 for all 
h E H. 
Assume now that (VI) > 1, let A be a maximal member of ‘u and set 
%‘=%\{A}. Then I%‘J < j2II and ‘u’ is closed under intersections. We will 
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be concerned with finite unions of left cosets S = U hijAi with Ai E ‘?I. By 
the support of S we mean those Ats which occur in this representation. 
Suppose K = JyIJy2 .. . Jyr # 0, some yi = 1, and KhK = 0 for all h E H\S. If 
A & Supp S, then Supp S G 3’ and induction applies. Thus there exists a 
finite product I = K”K’Q . . . KUs # 0 with some uj = 1 and ZhZ= 0 for all 
h E H\L. Since Z is also a suitable product of conjugates of J and since 
]L : L n A,] < co for some A, E ‘u’, the result follows in this case. 
Thus we can assume that for all pairs K and S as above that A E Supp S. 
Of course there is at least one such pair by hypothesis and now we choose K 
and S so that S has the smallest number, say m > 1, of cosets of A occurring 
in its representation. Then 
S=z,Auz,Au... Uz,,,AuT, 
where T is a finite union of cosets of groups in VI’ and we define L by 
L= ihE* jh (QzJ)=Qz~A/. 
Suppose K”K # 0 for some x E H. Then K”K is a nonzero finite product 
of conjugates of J with some conjugating element equal to 1. Furthermore 
K’H\S’K = 0 yields 
KX.X-‘(H\S)K = 0 
SO (KXK)h(KXK) = 0 for all h with 
Since ‘u is closed under intersections, it is clear that S n x ‘S is also a finite 
union of left cosets of members of VI. Indeed, since clearly Supp x- ‘S = 
Supp S, S n x-‘S is a union of cosets of groups of the form B n C with 
B, C E Supp S. Furthermore, since A is maximal in ‘II, we note that 
A=BnCcanoccurifandonlyifB=C=A.Bydefinitionofm,Snx-‘S 
contains m' > M cosets of A. 
Since 
x-‘S=x-‘z,AUx-‘z,AU... Ux-‘z,AUx-‘T, 
the A-cosets of Snx-‘S come from 
(QziA)n (ex-‘z/A). 
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But cosets of A are either disjoint or identical so this intersection has m’ < m 
terms. Thus we must have m’ = m so 
ijZiA =x-l (fiz;A) 
I I 
and hence x E L. In other words, we have shown that K”‘V-‘K = 0. 
Now H permutes the set D of left cosets of A by left multiplication and L 
is the set stabilizer of the finite subset A = (z,A, zzA,..., z,A} of R. Thus if 
a=zA EA, then H, = (h E H 1 ha = (r} =zAz-’ and it follows that 
(L : L n (ZAZ - ‘)I < co. Note we can eliminate the conjugating element z ‘, 
by conjugating both L and K by z. However, by so doing we would lose the 
property of K that some yi = 1. Thus we must take a different approach. 
Suppose first that L ~7 ziA = 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., m. Then KhK = 0 for all 
h with 
and, by the above assumption, L f? S is a finite union of cosets of the groups 
in ?, = {LnA”jA’E 2t’). Since /‘$I < /2I’( < JUI and since 1, is clearly closed 
under intersections, induction applies here. Thus, as before, there exists 
I = K”‘K’Q . . . K”f # 0 with some u,~ = 1 such that ZhZ = 0 for all h E H\L 
with IL”: Ln B 1 < co for some B E Fp. Since I has the appropriate form, the 
result follows in this case. 
Finally, if L. n ziA # 0 for some i, we may assume that z = zi E L. Since 
IL : L n (zAz-‘)I < co, conjugating this expression by z EL then yields 
1 L : L f7 A 1 < co and the lemma is proved. 
We remark that the same result holds with JhJ replaced by JJh. Indeed, in 
the proof, merely replace all occurences of KhK by KKh. Furthermore these 
two forms then hold if left cosets are replaced by right cosets. Indeed note 
that JhJ= 0 is equivalent to JJh-’ = 0 and replacing h by h - ’ effectively 
interchanges right and left cosets. The form of the lemma proved here is the 
one we will use. 
Moreover suppose that H = Uy h, H, is given, let H act trivially on any 
ring R with 1, and take J= R. Then the hypothesis of this lemma is 
vacuously satisfied and the conclusion implies that RhR = 0 for all h E H\L. 
Thus we must have L = H and 1 H : Hkl < co for some k. Therefore the 
above generalizes the well-known result concerning the existence of 
subgroups of finite index. 
We apply the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 in 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H act on the ring R, let I be an H-invariant ideal and 
let L be a subgroup of H. Suppose 0 # K is an ideal of R contained in I with 
the property that KyK = 0 for all y E HjL. 
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(i) If I is H-nilpotent-free, then K’. = CzE,. K’ is L-nilpotent-free. 
(ii) If Z is H-annihilator-free, then K’. is L-annihilatorfree. 
Proof. We consider part (ii). It follows immediately from the hypothesis 
that K”KY = 0 for all x, y is distinct right cosets of L. Hence the same 
property also holds for K’- and we may now clearly assume that K = K’. is 
L-invariant. Suppose A and B are L-invariant ideals contained in K with 
AB = 0. Then by the above we have (EXE” AX)(CXEH B”) = 0 and these two 
factors are H-invariant ideals contained in I. Thus since Z is H-annihilator- 
free we conclude that A = 0 or B = 0 and K is L-annihilator-free. Part (i) is 
proved by taking A = B. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
If R * G is a crossed product and C s G, then there is a natural projection 
map 7~~: R * G-1 R * C given by 
Basic properties of this map are well known. 
As is to be expected, the proofs of Theorems I and II are quite similar. 
Admittedly they do differ in a few minor technical details, with the latter 
case being slightly more difficult. Nevertheless we believe that a merged 
proof will not cause undo confusion and we offer it below. 
This section constitutes the combined proof of Theorems I and II. Thus we 
assume throughout that R * G is a fixed crossed product. For the semiprime 
result we assume in addition that R is G-semiprime with no ( G I-torsion and 
for the prime result we assume that R is G-prime and that G is torsion-free. 
Furthermore, the proof proceeds by contradiction, so we assume that there 
are nonzero ideals A and B of R * G with AB = 0. Of course, A = B for 
Theorem I. 
We say that the 4-tuple (H, C, I, p) is a form if 
(i) Hc_G, C=C,(H). 
(ii) Z = .M(H) in the semiprime case. Z is a connected component of 
.Y(H) in the prime case. 
(iii) /?EB,Z/I#O,ZA#O. 
LEMMA 4.1. Forms exist. 
ProoJ Take H = G and C = Z(G). Then under either hypothesis we have 
Z = R. Since A, B # 0 we can choose /3 E B\{O} and (G, C, R, p) is a form. 
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We define n = (H, C, Z, p)#, the size of the form, to be the number of right 
C-cosets meeting Supp /3. In other words, for n as above we have /3 = C; pi gi 
with pi E R * C, pi # 0 and with g, , g, ,..., g, is distinct right cosets of C. 
Note that if (H, C, Z, /3) is a form, then so is (H, C, I, /33) for any x E G. 
Furthermore the size n is clearly the same for both. Thus we can always 
assume that 1 E Supp/3 and hence at least that ?r,(,Z3) # 0. 
For the remainder of this section (H, C, Z, 0) will denote a form whose size 
n is minimal. Furthermore we assume that r&I) # 0 and for convenience we 
now write 71= rtc. Let D = {g E C 1 Zg = I). Then D = C in the semiprime 
case, by Lemma 2.2(i), and D is at least a subgroup of C in the prime case. 
Observe that TV = _r,(Z’) in either case, by Lemmas 2.1(i) and 2.4(i). 
LEMMA 4.2. With the above notation 
(i) rf y E R * C, then Zy/l = 0 if and only if Zyn@) = 0. 
(ii) Z7@) . Z/l # 0. 
(iii) There exists a E A with ~(a) E R * D and Zz(a)P # 0. 
ProoJ: (i) If ZyP = 0, then applying rr yields Zy@) = 0. Conversely if 
ZJV@) = 0, then for any s E Z, syfi E B and Supp sy/I meets less than n cosets 
of C. By definition of n, (H, C, Z, sy/3) is not a form. Thus Zsyp = 0 for all 
s E I. This yields I’@ = 0 and it follows immediately, since !,(I*) =_r,(Z), 
that Zyp = 0. 
(ii) Since H normalizes C, it *-acts on R * C and conjugation by fi 
commutes with rr. Let 2, = n(A), x = ZJ,, , 8, = T,~,($ and B = ZB, . Then 
x,, and g0 are H-invariant ideals of R * C and A # 0 since IA # 0. Now 
xg = 0, by definition of Bo, and in the semiprime case we have fi c A”. Thus 
we conclude from the hypotheses and Lemma 2.7 that 3 = 0. 
Suppose now that In(A) . Z/I = 0. Then applying rc yields Ix(A) . I@) = 0 
so In(p) c g,, and hence Z%(J) c B’= 0. Since _r,(Z) =rR(Z2), this yields 
I@) = 0 and this is a contradiction, from (i) with y = 1, since Z/I # 0. 
(iii) In the semiprime case we have D = C so this is obvious from (ii). 
For the prime case, note that Zz(A) Z@ # 0 implies Z%(A) Z@ # 0. Thus there 
exists a E ZAZ G A with Zn(a)P f 0. But 
$a) cl Zn(A)Z E Z(R * C)Z c R * D 
by Lemma 2.6(ii) so the result follows. 
LEMMA 4.3. We may assume that there exists an element a E A with 
(i) ) Supp n(a)/ minimal subject to n(a) E R * D and In(a),8 # 0. 
(ii) a = tr a. 
(iii) Za’R . z(a)P # Ofir some h E H. 
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Proof: By part (iii) of Lemma 4.2 there exists a E A with n(a) E R * D 
and Zn(u)/I# 0. We may suppose that a has been chosen to satisfy the 
minimal condition in (i). Write n(a) = J-‘: aixi, where each xi E D by 
definition of a, and set ai = af,: ‘, ,LIi=Xip. Since xi E D c C and I is D- 
invariant it follows easily that (H, C, Z, pi) is a form of the same size as 
(H, C,Z,& and with n@i)=~in@)# 0. Next ai EA, $a,) = 
n(a) X; ’ E R * D and 7r(ai) pi = n(a)P so Zrr(ai) /Ii # 0. Furthermore, if y E A 
with n(y) E R * D and In(y) pi # 0, then ZQXi)/3 # 0 so it is clear that n(ai) 
has minimal support size subject to n(ai) E R * D and In(a f 0. 
Set J = xi (Rcz~R)~ so that J is an Z-Z-invariant ideal of R and 
n(a)P E J * G. Suppose ZAr(a)/3 = 0. Then clearly $a)/l E M * G, where 
M = Jn[,(Z.Z). Since ZM* C_ Z e J . r,(Z.Z), we see that A4 is an H-invariant 
ideal of R with M* ST,(Z). By Lemmas 2.l(ii) and 2.4(ii) we therefore have 
M E zR(Z) so Zx(a)p E ZM 4: G = 0, a contradiction. Thus Z.Zrc(a)P # 0 and 
hence for some i and h E H we have 
Since r(a)/3 = x(ai) pi and a, = tr ai, the result follows if we replace /I by pi 
and a by a,. 
The following d-lemma is a variant of (4, Lemma 1.5 I. Fix a as in the 
preceding result. 
LEMMA ,4.4. With the above notation we have 
Za’R . n(a)/? = 0 
for all y E H\U: Xi Hi. Here lJ: xi Hi is a fixed union of left cosets of the 
subgroups Hi and each Hi is the centralizer in H of some element of 
SUPP p\c. 
Proof. We know that a = tr a# 0. Write a = C a,f with a, =a. 
Observe, as before, that conjugation by Z? commutes with rr = n,.. If y E H, 
then a7 = C a$? E A and clearly Supp rr(a’) = Supp r(a) L D. Since i = 1, 
this implies that for all r E R 
y = 2ra - a’ra E A, 
n(y) E R * D and ISupp n(y)\ ( 1 Supp $a$ Hence by the minimality of 
) Supp n(a)1 we have Zrr(y)/3 = 0. This yields 
Zayrx(a)D = Z7r(a)Yra/l 
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for all r E R. Applying rc we then have 
Zu5T(a) 7@) = Z7l(a)“ran(p). 
Suppose ZaT,rc(a)/3# 0 for some y E H. Since a’rn(a) E R + C, we 
conclude from Lemma 4.2(i) that Zu’m(u) X(P) # 0 and hence, by the above 
that 
m(a)%-an(p) # 0. 
Write a=x(a)+a, and /3=@)+/?,. Then Za’;raGA, /?EB and AB=O 
so 
Z(7r(a)” + a!) ra(7@) + p,) = 0. 
Since Zx(a)‘ra/l, and Za~run(P) have supports disjoint from C and since 
0 # Zrr(a)Yran(/?) E R * C, it follows a~~ra/3, and n(a)‘rm(p) have a support 
element in common. 
Thus there exist u E Supp a,, u E Suppp,, d E Supp z(a) and 
e E Supp n@) with U’V = d’e. Conjugating by y-’ yields UU?’ = de?‘ ’ = de 
so Jag- = u-’ de. Thus y E x6,(u), some left coset of C,,(u) depending only 
on the finitely many parameters U, U, d, e. Since v E Supp /3i = Supp /I\C, the 
lemma is proved. 
We remark that the truncation from p to rc@) in the above proof was 
crucial. Otherwise the groups Hi would be centralizers of elements in 
Supp a\C. 
LEMMA 4.5. Contradiction. 
Proof: According to Lemma 4.3(iii) we can choose a coefficient b of 
$a)/3 with ZuERb # 0 for some h E H. Let J = Za’RbR so that J is a nonzero 
ideal of R of the form J = ZJ, and of course J E 1. Since J E Za’R, we have 
Jh-’ s ZaR and hence Jhm ‘?‘ G (ZaR)’ for any y E H. 
Thus by Lemma 4.4 we have Jh ‘?’ . z(a)/? = 0 for all y E H\U: xi Hi or 
equivalently J’ . x(a)/? = 0 for all y E WU: h - ‘xi H,. In particular Jyb = 0 
for these y, so JY(RbR) = 0 and hence J’J= 0. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a 
subgroup L of H and a nonzero product K = J”‘Ju2 . . . J’s such that Kg K = 0 
for all g E H\L. Furthermore ui = 1 for some i so KC J and 
(L:LnH,)<ooforsomek>O. 
Observe that K = ZK, # 0 and hence, by definition of Z, there exists an H- 
nilpotent-free (or H-annihilator-free) ideal I’ G Z with K’ = Z’K, # 0. Thus 
K’ C: I’ and surely (K’)gK’ = 0 for all g E H\L since K’ c K. We conclude 
therefore from Lemma 3.2 that (K’)’ is a nonzero L-nilpotent-free (or L- 
annihilator-free) ideal. Since JL : L n H,J < co, choose L, a normal 
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subgroup of L of finite index with L n H, 2 L,. By Lemmas 2.2(ii) and 
2S(ii), (K’)L contains E a nonzero L,-nilpotent-free (or L,-annihilator-free) 
ideal. 
Suppose I?Lz(a)/3 = 0. Then KLb = 0 so I?‘(RbR) = 0 and hence I?“J = 0. 
Furthermore, am is L-invariant so this yields gL . J’ = 0 and, since 
I?‘” c (K’)L c JL we have (f”)’ = 0, a contradiction since (K’)L is L- 
nilpotent-free. Thus &r(a)P # 0 and hence for some g E L, &r(a)/3 # 0. 
Since L, U L, zg is also an L,-nilpotent-free (or L,-annihilator-free) ideal 
contained in (K’)L, so without loss we can now assume that En(a)/3 # 0. 
Let C, = C,(L,) and, according to the case of interest, set I, = P(Lk) or 
set I, equal to the connected component of .P(L,) containing E. We claim 
that (Lk, Ck, 1,) Na)P> is a form. Parts (i) and (ii) of the definition are 
clearly satisfied. For (iii), since Z&(a)/3 # 0 and I, 2 z we must have 
I,n(a)/3 # 0. In addition, since Zkr(a) # 0 and a E A, we have Z,A # 0 and 
this fact is proved. 
Finally we compute the size of this new form. Since H 2 L n H, 2 L, we 
have C, = C,(L,) 3 C,(H) = C. Thus since x(a) E R * C, it is clear that 
Supp n(a)/? meets at most n cosets of C and hence at most n cosets of C,. 
But H, = C,(x) for some x E Supp /?\C and H, 2 L, so we have x E C, and 
in fact Cx E C,. This clearly implies that Supp n(a)P meets less than n 
cosets of C,. In other words, 
(Lk, C,, I,, n(alP)” < (H, C, APY. 
This of course contradicts the definition of (H, C, I, /?) and the lemma is 
proved. 
The contradiction in Lemma 4.5 completes the proof of Theorems I and II. 
5. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS 
In this final section, we discuss a few well-known examples of interest and 
make a few brief comments. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G # (1) be a finite group, let F be a field and 
consider the ordinary group ring F[G]. If p = CXcc x E FIG] and if 
a = p - 1 G 1, then a and /3 are nontrivial central elements with ap = 0. Thus 
F[ G] is not prime. Furthermore if 1 G I= 0 in F, then a = p and F[ G] is not 
semiprime. 
On the other hand, suppose G acts faithfully as field automorphisms on F 
and consider the skew group ring FG. Then FG is a simple ring and in fact 
FG z M,(K) when n = 1 G 1 and K is the fixed subfield. 
Thus the semiprimeness or primeness of a crossed product R * G, with G 
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finite, is strongly dependent on its structure and in particular on the nature of 
the action of G on R. Results in this direction are contained in ]3 ] and a 
precise answer is quite complicated. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. In the case of crossed products over prime rings, the 
semiprimeness or primeness of R * G depends upon the finite normal 
subgroups of G (see 141). However, this is not true if the ring is merely 
assumed to be G-prime. 
Let H # (1) be a finite subgroup of G and let F be a field. Then G acts 
transitively, by right multiplication, on the set 52 of right cosets of H and we 
let R = nwER F, be the complete direct product of copies of F, indexed by 
Q. Let F be embedded diagonally in R, so that R is an F-algebra. It is clear 
that G acts as automorphisms on R by permuting the factors in the obvious 
manner and that G centralizes F. We form the skew group ring RG. 
For each w E Q, let e, be the idempotent of R which is 1 in the w- 
coordinate and 0 elsewhere. Then Fe, is an ideal of R and e,,e,, = 0 for 
W, #W,. Furthermore, the action of G on R yields (e,)’ = e,;, where 
wx E R is the image of o under x E G. We conclude easily from this that R 
is G-prime. Indeed any nonzero ideal of R clearly contains some e, and 
hence, if the ideal is also G-invariant, it contains ali e,. In particular, no two 
nonzero G-invariant ideals of R can multiply to zero. 
Let w0 E 0 be the coset H itself so that H is the stabilizer of w0 and set 
e=e . Furthermore define fi= CxEHx E RG and let p = efi and 
a = eyB-- IHI). We show below that a(RG 0 or equivalently that 
a(yr)P = 0 for all y E G, r E R. Note that rp = (re)fi and that re E Fe. Since 
F is central in RG, it therefore suffices to assume that r = 1. 
Since H stabilizes w,, , it centralizes e and hence a = (Z? - /H ])e. Thus if 
y @ H, then eye’ # e yields eye = eey-‘y = 0 and therefore we have ay,!I = 0. 
On the other hand, if y E H, then since yk = fi we again obtain 
ayj?=e(fi-IHl)f?=O. 
Thus a(RG)P = 0 and RG is not prime. Furthermore if 1 HJ = 0 in F, then 
a = /3 and RG is not semiprime. 
Thus we see that a crossed product R * G can fail to be semiprime or 
prime because of the presence of any finite subgroup of G, not just a normal 
one. 
Some additional comments are now in order. First, the statements of 
Theorems I and II as given are not really parallel. They can, however, be 
made so by essentially reversing the definition of torsion. Let G and R be 
given. If g E G, then we say that g has R-torsion if o(g) < 00 and o( g)r = 0 
for some r E R, r # 0. Furthermore, G has R-torsion if g E G has R-torsion 
for some g E G. Taking this point of view, the hypothesis of Theorem I 
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asserts that G has no R-torsion while Theorem II requires that G has no 
torsion at all, or equivalently no Z-torsion. 
Second, a close look at Example 5.2, and at the proof of the main 
theorems in Section 4 shows that only those finite subgroups of G which are 
suitably well placed really matter. To make this more precise, we introduce 
the following definition: Let G act (in the extended sense) on a ring R. We 
say that there is a G-semiprime R-factor, if for some G-invariant ideal I # R, 
R/I is a G-semiprime ring. Similarly there is a G-prime R-factor if, for 
suitable I, R/I is a G-prime ring. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G act on R and let H be a subgroup of G. 
(i) If .Y(H) # 0, then there is a G-semiprime Rfactor. 
(ii) If .9(H) # 0, then there is a G-prime Rzfactor. 
Prooj We just consider (ii); part (i) being similar. By assumption there 
exists an H-annihilator-free ideal K # 0. Set Z = r,(K”) so that I # R is 
clearly a G-invariant ideal of R. Now let A and B be G-invariant ideals not 
contained in I. Then f,(A) and Z,(B) are G-invariant ideals not containing 
K” and hence not containing K. Thus KA, KB are nonzero H-invariant 
ideals contained in K, so (KA)(KB) # 0 and hence K(AB) # 0. This shows 
that AB &T~(K~) = I and we conclude that R/Z is G-prime. 
We can now state slight extensions of the main results. 
THEOREM I’. Let R * G be a crossed product with R a G-semiprime 
ring. Assume that for all g E G either 
(i) g has no R-torsion, or 
(ii) there are no C,(g)-semiprime R-factors. 
Then R * G is semiprime. 
THEOREM II’. Let R h G be given with R a G-prime ring. Assume that 
for all g E G either 
(i) g has no Z-torsion (that is, o(g) = co), or 
(ii) there are no C,(g)-prime R-factors. 
Then R * G is prime. 
Proof. We must of course return to the arguments of the preceding 
section. Thus let (H, C, I,/?) b e a form so that, by definition, C = c:,(H) and 
<Y(H) # 0 or .9(H) # 0, according to the result being proved. Hence for any 
g E C, since C,(g) 2 H, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that there is a C,(g)- 
semiprime R-factor or a C.(g)-prime R-factor, respectively. We therefore 
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conclude from the present hypotheses that g has no R-torsion or Z-torsion 
and hence that C has no R-torsion or Z-torsion, respectively. Since this is the 
only place the torsion hypothesis is used, the work of Section 4 completes the 
proof. 
Finally we remark that it is somewhat surprising (at least to the author) to 
use d-methods with the ordinary centralizer subgroup rather than the almost 
centralizer. Indeed the original proof of Theorem I used D,(H) and an ideal 
different from but closely related to Y(H) which was in fact D,(H)- 
invariant. However, the prime case definitely required working with C,;(H) 
and subsequently a common proof was found. 
Note added in proof A modification of the methods used here yields the following 
necessary and sufftcient condition for R*G to be semiprime or prime. 
THEOREM. The crossed product R *G has nonzero ideals A and B with AB = 0 iSand on!!> 
if there exist 
(i) subgroups N a H c G with NJinite, 
(ii) an H-invariant ideal I of R with PI = 0 for ali x E G\H, 
(iii) nonzero H-invariant ideals A’ and B’ of R *N contained in I(R *N) with A-8 = 0. 
Furthermore A = B if and only if 2 = i. 
The main results of this paper are then immediate corollaries of this fact. Moreover since 
the modified proof is entirely combinatorial, the above theorem and its corollaries hold in the 
larger context of strongly G-graded rings. This material is contained in the author’s paper. 
“Infinite Crossed Products and Group Graded Rings.” 
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